
ALL REGIONS CALL_3.8.21
Chat Notes

Below you will find a compilation of the chat notes submitted by members during the call. Be sure to check the
USASF Connection app for daily tips, resources, and idea sharing with programs across the country.

Alexis Trost  is unable to be on the call because she is in law school .  Here is a brief note about her in case you want
to reach out about special needs or other ideas.

Alexis Trost is with the Energizers Dance Team from Wisconsin. She has been able to see All Star from an athlete and
coach perspective as she has participated in Worlds, the scholarship process, and conferences in both roles. Her
background is education and special education so exceptional athletes are dear to her heart. Alexis also is in her final
semester of law school which has given her an additional lens to view topics through. Alexis is very involved in
athlete leadership, outreach, and scholarship.

Barriers to growth
● Our state is difficult because IHSA doesn’t allow HS dancers or cheerleaders to do their HS team and an All

Star team at the same time. So we lose out on a lot of HS dancers because they are participating in their HS
teams.

● Unfortunately dance is not represented as equally as cheer. We are identified under the cheer umbrella
which isn't the same identity as what dance is. Our training, our styles, our equipment is very different. So it
is up to us to do what we can to promote ourselves so we can hopefully grow.

● Yes it is very hard to find dance events with the same depth as a cheer competition. I wish there was a better
way for us all star dance owners to know what events other all star dance programs are planning on
attending.

● Within all-star many programs have tried to build dance but have difficulty because kids who like hip hop
also cheer. If they can’t crossover at Worlds or even other season end events they choose cheer. If Worlds
ran on different days like this season it could help grow some dance.

● I would love to see EPs try and reach out to All Star Dance programs for a specific event each season. I feel
like Champion Cheer Central (IEP) in the Midwest has done a great job trying to get dance programs
together. Would LOVE to see other EPs take the same initiative.

● The dance events in the Midwest have grown so much and we are seeing more options.
● We need to have more than marley on concrete even for warmups. These kids are doing intense tricks...it’s

really not safe on concrete
● Post-covid isn’t there a great opportunity via some virtual events to help ensure deep competition, all done

intentionally to grow All Star Dance? It just seems that the innovation developed could be a great bridge for
the issues Nicole mentioned.

● I too think virtual dance competitions may be a great way to help pull All Star Dance programs together in an
affordable way! We would continue to participate in those if offered post-covid

● In addition to warm up, a full regulation floor for competition.  We had several dancers get injured dancing
off a marley floor onto concrete last season. (at a sanctioned USASF event)  The organization was not
prepared and did not understand the rules.

● Bottom line - there are many programs willing to do whatever we can to help our kids get the best
experience possible. If we are able to provide more opportunities for dance to grow and not be limited by
whether it be crossover rules, competition opportunities, etc, it'll make a difference.
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● We have been blessed with some great EP's. We want to continue helping dance grow so that our kids are
able to have more options for dance events filled with dance opportunities for life after all star - master
classes, college recruitment, etc

● If we can find more ways for the virtual events to have a live stream. Would be great!
● We have always loved the format of US Finals where it's live however winning teams are virtually judged

against other locations.
● We need to help them see that what they are a part of will lead to incredible opportunities after dance. We

need them to see their ROI as being a part of dance
● Dance needs its own identity
● Studios have an issue converting because they see us as "cheer dance". So our identity hasn't been solidified

enough to make it possible to bring in the numbers the way it is needed
● We’ve deliberately marketed ourselves as an “all star dance gym” instead of a dance studio to differentiate

ourselves in the market, and it’s been very successful for us. I know it might not work in all areas of the
country, but I think embracing our differences with dance studios might be a good branding strategy.

● Convention style competitions that happen during the summer are great...but our season is different and
when the kids are out of school and can do the convention style competitions it is after the big end of season
events

● I am very serious about growing dance. If there is a committee I would like to be a part of it. I am currently
producing live & remote, no video uploads, events this season and have in-person events scheduled next
season.

● Continue the separate cheer and dance communications and even continue the separate dance worlds
dates!!!

● Transition from cheer to dance doesn't always have to be hip hop. Pom and variety are the best transitional
styles

Dance floor provider suggestions from members:
● Danny with Entertainment Flooring Systems: danny@flooradvice.com
● Ross Athletic Supply also has a great durable floor

USASF Resources:
● As a new gym, we have desperately needed that - there’s so much information and so much of it is buried

within cheer. Please help us by making it easier to figure it all out!
● Peer to Peer is great - These are the things hidden amongst what appears to be only cheer things
● We have the USASF peer to peer mentoring program - it's free! Reach out to your regional director
● Even if the intent isn't to have them under cheer, it appears like it isi
● Use peer2peer using dance only also!
● having been a coach, then a director, then an owner, and now back to co-coaching/directing...our USASF

Dance staff and other midwest owners have been amazing!!! Our RD’s have been the BEST!!!
● Lauren Martin at Dance Dynamics has been an incredible mentor to us! There’s no way we would have made

it this far without her - very grateful for her help!
● Maybe make it really clear "I'm New, Click Here" and pair them up with someone to actually talk to vs.

documents??
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All Star vs. studio:

● Studio competitions are quiet and we actually get shunned at studio because we are yelling for our kids!
● You don't get warm up at studio
● At studio you just find a hallway space
● Yes, the studio does not get warm up. That's what makes all star better. That's the goal for keeping them safe
● DX offered warmup time when we first got involved with studio events. They didn’t want it! So we took it off

the schedule. Studios like to run their own timing.
● Studios don’t generally have the tricks from full teams like we incorporate

Event comments:

● We love the Master Classes when offered at competitions.
● DX rovided team ‘dressing’ rooms this season and it was AMAZINGLY helpful. :)
● Yes- we were able to give each program their own dressing room/practice room this year at our Worlds Bid

event in January. I think everyone loved it!
● We have been blessed with numerous events who provide dressing areas for these kids
● At  DX that space was as big enough to be designated specific team warm up space!

Other member comments:

● This happened with the Cleveland Cavs Powerhouse dance team as well. It's a great goal for our Hip Hop
dancers.

● Jenny pulls several all star athletes (male and female, dance AND cheer) to DCR&B! This season, they are
tumbling and tricking more than ever.

● Chicago Bulls have also branched with multiple groups...they started a stunt squad too...so they are hitting
multiple areas in their Entertainment Squad.
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